Attention future bilingual elementary teachers

Bi-National Teacher Education Project
OAXACA, MÉXICO
June 29 – July 31, 2012

This UC Davis Extension program is open to students admitted to an Elementary (Multiple Subject) Credential Program, and pursuing the Bilingual Authorization (formerly BCLAD)

LEAD INSTITUTIONS
- California Bi-National Teacher Education Project, U.S. Department of Education
- UC Davis Extension

PARTNER INSTITUTIONS IN MEXICO
- Instituto Cultural Oaxaca (ICO), Oaxaca, México
- Escuela Normal Experimental Huajuapan

$7500 PARTICIPANT STIPEND
- 25 participating teacher candidates in the summer program will receive a $7,500 stipend from a U.S. Department of Education grant, the California Bi-National Teacher Education Program (Bi-TEP). The stipend will pay for program cost estimated at $5200

ACADEMIC PROGRAM IN MEXICO THROUGH UC DAVIS EXTENSION
(8 UC quarter units; courses are in Spanish)
- “Issues in the Education of Transnational Students”
- “Communication Skills for Bilingual Educators”

FACULTY
- Bi-TEP Director: Dr. Nadeen T. Ruiz
- México In-Country Director: Dr. Peter Baird
- ICO Director: Lic. Lucero Topete
- General Coordinator: Dr. Pedro Torres Hernández

HOUSING
- 4 weeks stay with Oaxacan families required and included in program costs

ROUND TRIP AIRFARE
- Teacher candidates are responsible for paying their round trip airfare to Mexico. Part of the stipend may be used for this expense

OTHER STUDENT COSTS WHILE IN MEXICO
- Teacher candidates are responsible for paying for expenses outside of room and board (basic room and board costs are covered by the program registration fee)
**INTEGRATION INTO OAXACA**
- The indigenous *Guelaguetza* festival will take place during the program
- The program includes local and regional field trips, e.g., Monte Albán, Normal Indígena, and the Guelaguetza Popular
- ICO also has an excellent program of weekend tours to regional attractions (not included in program fee)
- The first session of the program includes intensive Spanish instruction along with workshops on transnational migration, issues in the education of English Learners, and Oaxacan cultures
- For more information on ICO and Oaxaca, go to their website: [www.icomexico.com](http://www.icomexico.com)

**COMPLETION OF THE ELEMENTARY BILINGUAL CREDENTIAL IN CALIFORNIA**
- As a requirement to receive the $7,500 stipend, candidates must sign an agreement to complete the requirements for the *Multiple Subject Credential with the Bilingual Authorization* at a California university by January 2014

**REGISTRATION AND PAYMENT TO UC DAVIS EXTENSION FOR MEXICO COMPONENT**
- Registration fees cover ICO Spanish language instruction, insurance, room and board for four weeks, and 8 quarter units of UC credit
- Students will receive the $7500 stipend before they register with UC Davis Extension. Approximate program cost is $5200. The remainder of the stipend (approx. $2300) can be used for costs associated with travel, or California credential programs

**APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE JAN. 1, 2012, AND DUE MARCH 1, 2012.**

Visit our website for details and applications: [http://extension.ucdavis.edu/unit/education/course/listing/?unit=EDU&prgList=TEP&coursearea=Bi%2DNational+Teacher+Education+Project](http://extension.ucdavis.edu/unit/education/course/listing/?unit=EDU&prgList=TEP&coursearea=Bi%2DNational+Teacher+Education+Project)

**or contact:**
**Bi-TEP Project Coordinator:** Ms. AnaMaría Guillén
[aguillen@saclink.csus.edu](mailto:aguillen@saclink.csus.edu), (916) 278-5548

You may also contact these Bi-TEP representatives:
- Dr. Nadeen Ruiz, Bi-TEP Director, [ntrui@csus.edu](mailto:ntrui@csus.edu)
- Dr. Peter Baird, México Director, [pbaird@csus.edu](mailto:pbaird@csus.edu)
- Dr. Nena Torres, [ntorrez@csusb.edu](mailto:ntorrez@csusb.edu)
- Dr. Debra Luna, [dluna@sfu.edu](mailto:dluna@sfu.edu)
- Dr. Teresa Huerta, [thuerta@csufresno.edu](mailto:thuerta@csufresno.edu)
- Dr. Rosalinda Quintanar, [rquintanars@yahoo.com](mailto:rquintanars@yahoo.com)
- Dr. Lettie Ramírez, [lettie.ramirez@csueastbay.edu](mailto:lettie.ramirez@csueastbay.edu)
- Dr. Michele Fortes, UC Davis, [mfortes@ucdavis.edu](mailto:mfortes@ucdavis.edu)